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The Obvious Discovered
by MIKE BRANDS
Once (namely about 1100
times a year) there was a
person who came to Dordt
College. Upon arrival this
person, named She, was told
that he was now a student.
She was subsequently in-
structed that is was thus
her responsibility to study.
To help She focus his life
on studying, Dordt offered
rules for life to promote
After two years, She went
off working in the summer
and told his Christian
friends back home about how
Dordt Coltege had such a
liberating view of the whole
world and all of life be-
longing to Christ. But into
the third year, She began
to feel something wasn It
quite right here. That
glorious summer vision sud-
denly seemed like so much
cream pie in the sky. But
She couldn't put his finger
on the problem. She felt
his professors were strug-
gling to take a Christian
perspective to the subject
matter of their courses,
and She was grateful for
their sympathetic concern
as he began to voice his
frustrations. She firmly
be1ieved Christ was King
over all of life and Chris-
tians should work for Him




yond that, no one explained
to She what being a student.
really meant--a statement
about student office had
not been fully worked out
yet.
What it meant in practice
was more obvious. Students
and teachers immediately
embarked on a journey
through the jungle of knowl-
edge. Sacking a tiger and
a cobra, and memorizing as
many landmarks as time would
permit, they hoped this
would somehow help them
make a stable living in the
yet-to-come civilized world
of settled-down life.
She decided to go into
business. Thankfully, any
guilt feelings he may have
felt about chasing after
money were alleviated in
philosophy class. There
She was told that everyone
is a member of Christ's
universal church and is in
full-time Kingdom service
no matter what field each
person chooses to serve in.
Full of new hope and an
unprecedented sense of free-
dom, She joyfully went about
sacking term paper tiger IS
and memorizing the landmarks
of theology and accounting.
She stopped in her tracks.
She suddenly realized he
wasn't living the all of
life here, but only part
of it. That was the prob-
lem. A foundational idea
had been completely over-
looked--just too obvious
for anyone to do anything
but take it for granted.
The cosmic insight? She
was a person, not just a
student~aybe not a'student
at all! Immediately the
whole structure of the glo-
rious Kingdom vision tower
She had built began to crum-
ble around him.
At first, She began to
question the mold Dordt Col-
lege had forced him into--
at least that's how he felt
about it. Those laws for
life designed to help him
focus on studying suddenly
seemed more like fences set
r- --,l up to reduce a person to
a student. And this fi';e-
ton load which She had so
diligently carried to the
library suddenly loomed in
her memory as an all-con-
suming time monger. By the
time She had had a late
night hour left for friends,
She was too preoccupied and
tired to humbly pray with
them about their frustra-
tions. She pulled out her
Bible, but couldn't remember
which Psalm he had read last.
She remembered the time
two months ago when she
L-. -l skipped the nuclear holo-
by Patti Fisher
caust lecture series to have
time to rea~his assignments
for once and to take a walk
with a friend he hadn't
really communica~ed with
for a week. The next day
"he overheard a professor
in the hall musing over the
apathy of students, baffled
by the ~act that so few were
at the lectures.
Talking to a fellow busi-
ness major, the friend
brought up the Western idea
of progress. In our pre-
occupation with doing and
reforming culture, have we
bought . into a heathen con-
cept of-progress rooted in \...__ -.,. :-::-:--:---1
the "need" for achievement? by Patti Fisher
Is th~t why achievement and with new awareness and sen-
our work become time pri- sitivity in fear and trem-
orities over people and per- bling. She figured the pro-
sonal relationships? Being fessors and their world-view
stewardly with our time, would help immensely. But
we .avoid searching out fel- now it was time She started
lows in need. making that vision his own,
Suddenly, She realized not just adopting a few
this was much deeper than catch phrases, and it was
Dordt--there were things time for new fearing and
inside him he had to re- trembling everywhere instead
examine. Not only was he of just in the classroom
not living the all of life, and library.
but he also had left the And the place to start
priority of people behind was with this phrase "fear~
ing and trembling." She
had been brought to her
knees on the foundation of
that Kingdom Vision tower.
To raise the structure anew,
or at all, She now realized
a deeper need to meet Jesus
Christ on this foundational
leve 1. Surrender to GodIS
grace and power is the only
foundation Christians can
build from. His call to
love Him and all people is
the foundation of a Chris-
t ian 1Lfe , And sLnce our
surrender is never complete
or our love full, She real-
ized he and perhaps everyone
L..- .,...--::-::-::-:::-:--;-....J at Dordt had better stop
by Patti Fisher assuming the full presence
in the shuffle. Just a of this foundation, stop
subtle thing, but She had focussing only on raising
reduced the call to work the structure in the diverse
for Christ to only include dimensions of life. She
his field or career. In began to feel deep movings
a·flurry he chucked the word of renewal as he searched
"wor-k" from his vocabulary through the foundational
and decided it was time to questions of surrendering
simply live as a Christian, all to Christ and sacrific-
all the time. What that ing everything to serve Him
would mean in all dimensions and love others. She felt
of his life--studying re- vulnerable as the masks of
sponsibly, respecting his pride were stripped away,
girlfriend, remembering to but knew that with a cove-
write a letter home, not nant God, conviction is f01-
forgetting his brother's lowed by grace and a new
birthday, having devotions joy of holiness. Many ques-
with some friends, facing tions still remained. But
up to the problems of a nuc- She left for Christmas break
lea·r age, and assessing his that year with a new antici-
gifts for a career and find- pat ion for growth and hopes
ing how to serve God and that his life would begin
his people in that--these to change anew in the spring
remained to be worked out, semester .t'
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Student Directed One-Acts A Blast!
by THOMAS LOWE
As the audience members
took their seats, they were
greeted by the stark, char-
coal gray set, the walls
jutting upward from the mul-
ti-leveled floor. A few
bits of reality garnished
the scene: a decanter of
sherry, some casually strewn
magazines, a. telephone.
The lights dimmed. The dir-
ecting class' one-act plays







Ja.ie Moret and Rob Dud. an
directed by lynn De Kruyf.
Edward Albee's "Fam and
Yam," directed by senior
theatre arts major, Dave
Vaags, led off the evening.
Dave Brouwer and Thomas Lowe
filled the roles of Farn.and
Yam, respectively. The play
itself, which depicted a
young playwright, Yam, out-
smarting an older play-
wright, Faro, into yielding
an interview, 'left some
audience members confused
about just who these two
p~ople were and what it was
they_were doing.
The following play, dir-
ected by Lynn DeKruyf, se-
nior theatre arts major,
was "An Empty Space" by Ron
Villane. Rob Oudman and
Jamie Moret portrayed Rich
and Judy, a couple who,
having been marr ied for 5ix
y~ars, had now been divorced
for four. Wh~n the two meet
again, it is clear that Rich
still has strong feelings
for Judy, but Judy has long
let go of the.past. '
Then came "Rehearsal for
Death, II a one-woman show
by Lynn DeKruyf, compiled
from poems by Anne Sext on.
DeKruyf convincingly por-
trayed a woman suffering
from severe emot iona 1 pro-
blems who finally takes her
own life. Though the play
was disturbing to some,
there was not a sound in
Art Ats.a on target.
One change already ap-
parent is the substitution
of "Mother Courage" for
"vardley 's Lives" as the
spring production this year.
One reason given by lColden-
hoven for the change is that
it offers students the op-
portunity to be involved
in a tested show and to have
a record of it for thei~
professional portfolios.
Another new· direction
is in the area of dance.
Koldenhoven says that there
is a demand among students
to deal fully with dance,
but the community has only
recently been urged by Synod
to "redeem the dance." The
college is now looking more
seriously at dance. There
is hope for the introduction
of a course dealing with
'chor-eog raph i.cal dance as
opposed to social dancing.
Kol<lenhoven says. that it
is not' iominent next semes-
ter, but it is in the works
and proposals are being made.
There is an arts aware-
~:~:~~;~ - ......ness . at Dordt, according
",' c _ to Koldenhoyen, that was
not here te - fears ago'.Sue Van Arragon confronts lisa Kooi •• in IllothingI •• ediate.nl• •by The. H.egeterp There 1S a r.eed to satLs fy
and he says that he feels the aesthetic dimensions
we would be remiss if we we all have but have not
did not have the courses had the chance to exp lore.
to be professionally. trained. 'Dordt takes the arts seri-
The shift is not trying ous Ly , and Koldenhoven says
to sacrifice personal, growth he thinks that the new Arts
for the sake of professional Core 200 course, even with
training requirements. its' sho rtcomi.ngs, is an at-
There is mainly an attempt tempt at proving it with
to strike more of a balance its exposure tO,music, the-
between the two.. Kolden- atre , art, film \and dance ••
hoven says that the mandate \
the house as the woman calm-
ly swallowed pill after pill
while reciting poetry.
Following a brief inter-
mission, the audience set-
tled back for "N<?thing Irmne-
diate," a compelling drama
by Sh'rley Lauro, directed
effectively by senior En-
glish/theatre arts major,
Lynn DeYoung. Strong per-
formances by Sue van Arragon
and Lisa Kooima rounded out
the story of a bitter woman
(van Arragon) who lashes
out at an innocent woman
(Kooima) for all of the in-
justices of life.
John Grissmus' "Today's
the Big Day," under the di-
rection of Fred Holwerda,
senior theatre arts major,
ended the evening with a
bang •••literally. The com-
edy centered around Joe
(Graeme Dondale) and Pete
.(Bob de Young), two friends
in a bar who start playing
"the Game" for some enter-
tainment.
"The Game" consists of
making up outlandish stories
for the bene f-Lt; of any un-
suspecting bystanders ·who
may happen to be within ....r-
shot. Joe and _Pete become
victims of their own game
when Tex (Art At sma ), the
"greatest player the game
has ever known,". outsmarts
them- all and ends up blow-
ing up himself and a married
couple, played by Harvey
van Egmond and Anna Dejong,
Mike Stair, instructor of
theatre arts and the advisor
for 'the shows, said that
this is valuable for actual
hands-on training, especial-
.Ly for the particular -stu-
dents in the class this
year~ This is because many
.of them have shown inte~est
in pursuin~ ~ra.duate level
work in theatre. It is this
interest that is helping
bTing about some changes
in emphasis within the de-
partment.
In the past there WtS
a ~tron~ emphasis on t e
inherent benefit to a stu-
dent in acting a role. Act-
ing a role helps a person~
to clarify himself and hiS':
relation to others. This ~
emph~sis .on personal growthC
through theatre was intended:
to benefit all students.::
In doing so, some profes-~
sional training standards >0
seemed to be compromised.~
But now, according to Stair,
wi~h many students inter-
ested in graduate school,
the program should prepare
students to meet gr~duate
school requ Lrement s. It
...~ Si....e st......MS the
conf idence that they can
compete with 'other school's
programs.
~nother reason for the
shift in emphasis, accord-
ing to James Koldenhoven,
Assoc.iare Professor of The-
atre Arts, is ~hat our com-
munity has ignored theatre
of the department is pres-
ently being reviewed in or-
der to reflect any changes
in priorit ies within the
department.
whose young son has eaten
moth balls fed to him by
Tex. Troy Groenenweg as
the emot iona 1 bartender
rounded out the cast in this
hilarious production~
One change in the direct-
ing class this year is that
each student directed his
or her own show, whereas
in the past, two students
direc~ed a _show together.
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Vander Mey Seminar
by ELLEN DE GROOT
"I want to go beyond the
capacities of the present
film committee to create
discussion and to promote
better insight into popular
film," said Prof. Randy
VanderMey about the purpose
of his upcoming seminar on
film. VanderHey said he
wants to build on the work
of Dordt's film committee
because "the college needs
more than to see movies and
casually discuss them.1I
"Wise Bloc,d" and Time
Bandits" are two tilms
which will be focused
on in the seminar
"Through the Film Darkly:
Weighing the Religious Vi-
sion in Popular Movies" will
be VanderKey' 5 contribution
to the Dordt Studies Insti-
tute and is scheduled for
Feb. 20, ~1 and 22 next
semester." The seminar' 5
program includes the showing
of two films; one showing
of each will be open to the
public with tickets sold.
"Wise Blood, n based on a
novel by Flannery O'Connor,
one of the United State's
most respected Christia~
authors, was already sched-
uled for next semester (to,:
be shown Feb. 21). A satir~:
"Time Bandits," will be the ~
other film focused on in '"
'"the semfnax, VanderMey de- '"
scribes both movies as~
"highly challenging." ...I
As the seminar tit Le in-:-
dicates, VanderMey said he
intends to concentrate on
these films' underlying re-
ligious viewpoints. He said
he feels excited and chal-
lenged by this project; he
pointed out that there will
be no easy answers. Satires
VanderMey describes both
movies as highly challen-
ging.
such as "Time Bandits" usu-
ally do'not directly express
their true views on subjects
such as the nature of man
~nd his relationship to God.
To find the religious view-
point, VanderMey said, re-
quires a difficult process
of inference. ''Wise Blood"
should also be challenging




other goal of his seminar:
to expose the myth he ld by
many peop Le at Dordt that
Fashions? Fashions at
Dordt College? From what
I I ve seen you'd think these
people got their ideas for
dress out of old Time maga-
zines they were leafing
through i.n the library when
they were bored with study-
ing. I don't mean to be
harsh, but I've seen more
up-to-date clothing styles
in 'buatemala.
When I was first asked
to write this article, I
had no idea ;what to write
about. All I could think
of was bad one-l iners that
I· think I III save for next
year's DORDT Day Talent Show.
Let me be serious for
a moment or at leas t
long enough to finish the
ar ti c Le ,
I think that there are
three major aspects about
Dordt fashion. First of
Also working with the Stud-. all, people at Dordt don't
ies Institute on the topic dress like anybody else in
of public performances of the rest of the world. I
the arts at Dordt are pro- heard a story about a girl
fessors James K~ldenhoven, who visited a church on the
Hike Vanden Bosch and Jim east coast this past sunmer.
Schaap. They will deal with She saw two girls in the
the tensions existing be- front rQw and knew instantly
tween these 'performances that they were from Dordt
and the Dordt constituency. just because of ~he way they
"How Movies Read You" dressed.
is another ~eminar by Vander 'Another.a~pect of Dordt's
Hey which, he said, Ls "fashion is that it never
available through Dordt to changes. Dor-dt students
interested church or school are dre ss i.ng., the same this
groups. This seminar exam- year as they did five years
ines how the Bibli.cal view ago.
of man and different movies I Last ly, most Dor dt; stu-
views of man compare. It dents are not fashion-con-
includes a. video tape of sc Lous• Sure, many people
advertising movie clips. are concerned with fitting;:.-
VanderMery said that he uses in, or being up-to-date: "P',,'-J."4I-
these, clips to study how fashion-wise, but that. does ~
marketers and producers try not necessarily mean that~ ~
to get people's interest they are fashion-conscious. u
and how their techniques I believe that to be fash- ~ "...
compare to the message of ion-conscious, one must, be
the movies themselves. concerned not only with how':
they can go to a movie, be
passive while they are en-
tertained, and emerge un-.
scathed. No one should view
films passively; people
should actively respond.
To do that they must learn
to ask the right quest ions;
hORefully the seminar will
steer people towards think-
'ing seriously about films~
Because he wishes to know
how many people are planning
to attend his seminar, Van-
der Hey says he is planning
to send R.S.V.P. invitations
to all Dordt students, fac-
ulty', staff and board mem-
bers.
Besides this seminar,
VanderHey said his project
for the Studies Institute
includes a bibliography of
film references for the
Dordt, Northwestern and
Westmar 1ibraries, as we11
as research that should re-
sult in at least two essays.
Vander Mey exposites.
he looks, but how he feels,
and more imflortantly, what
his clothes are saying to
the rest of the world.
Without a doubt, a per-
son's clothes say something
about him.whether he is try-
ing to convey a message or
not. For exampLe , if I see
; a person trying to dress
:' up-to-date in terms of con-.
-s temporary fashion,· I might
.: get rhe opLni.on that he is
.... ...shallow-minded because all
... ~' ~ he ' s concerned about is be-
" : Lng in style. On the other
~band, if I saw somebody that
Q always wore sweats or gym
Steve, Marcia dress their e ind , clothes I'd think, "Sure,
he's comfortable, but
doesnlt he ever think about
dressing up a little?"
There are extremes in
both directions ~ Some peo-
ple may be trying to say
something in particular with
their dress, which is good,
but if carried too far could










Basically, I think that
more students should be
fashion-conscious, and t:.hat
includes three things.
First of all, you should
always say something with
your clothes, so you should
be aware of what youlre say-
ing.
Secondly, if you do have
a special message to convey,
be reasonable about communi-
cating it.
And lastly, be sensitive
of others. When you convey
that message, use tact.
Be aware of your audience
and your surroundings. You
may be offending more people
than you are affecting.
Thank you, and good-night .•
. .. •
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by EN,>;KAASTRA
Split pants, public spit~
ting, bikes, mantou's,
jiaozi's and of course, ric~
are all common aspects of
Chinese culture. After
having spent· two months in
China, I consider myself
finally culturally acclima-
tized and rather comfortable
in my job as an English
teacher.
I first learned about
the teaching program in
China through Case Boot,
professor of Fo;eign Lan-
guages. The program, Eng-
lish Language Institute/
China (ELIC), is California-
based and has sent teams
of Engl ish teachers out to
China for the second year
now. The teams are scat-
tered all ever China', and
so each group is experienc-
ing different aspects of
China. Anything you say
ahout China ,will be true
at some time and in some·
place.
Before we came to China,
we went through a one-month
training program in Califor-
nia. There we learned all
about; culture' shock, Chinese
history, Cfiinese education
and even some of the lan-
guage.
August 25, 1983 all the
ELIC teachers landed in Bei-
jing, China. We spent five
days there meeting national
and city officials and doing
some 'sight-seeing. ~ong
the places we visited were
the Great Wa11, the Forbid-
den City, Tiananmen Square
and the Sunner Place. Fi-
nally on August 30 Suzan
Stamper, my partner, and
i landed in Xinxiang, Henan
Province.
We were 'met at the train
station by college and city
leaders who took us across
town in Premier Zhou Enlai's
old personal limousine.
The people of Xinxiang--pop-
u Lar.Lon 500,OOO--found us
·to be quite a curiosity,
as we are the only whites
in the city. It is not un~
consnon to hear people call
us "wei quo ren" which means
Io reLgne r, or "dao bizi"
which means big nose.
Once at the college, we
were introduced to our in-
terpreter, Zhao Wen-jing.
She is a 26-year-old English
teacher who has one year
off to work with us. Until
we learn enough Chinese,
she is a very essential part
of our lives. Another girl
helps us clean house and
two cooks are special'4'
trained to prepare food for
westerners.
My job at Xinxiang
Teacher's College is to
teach Intensive Reading to
third year English education
majors. Their level of Eng-
lish is quite high. My big-
gest communication problem
Ena poses with translator, Zhao Men-jing.
Ena Kaastra was las t year's Diamond editor. When
we learned she was teaching in China, we wrote and asked
.her to write something about her expe-riences for this
year's Diamond. She quickly sent back this interesting
article and phot.o-s, She also wrote a long l,etter: "Your
letter brought back memories of college and especially
Diamond," she wrote. "It. makes me wish I could pop in
on you guys and just visit for a day or so••.• He'Llo
to everyone at Dordt!"
•
Ena and partner Suzan near the college entiance.·
and one bicycl~ can carry
a whole family. The husband
bikes down the street with
his child on the front han-
dle bars. The wife hops
on and off the back fender
as she goes about shopping
along the streets.
Food in China, where we-are, is quite good. Because
Xinxiang is just north of
the Yellow River, we get
both wheat foods and rice.
Steamed buns (mantou' s) are
a Chinese favorite, as are
jiaozi's--Chinese dumplings.
As foreigne~s, we get fed
the best food and in fact,
we get royally treated by
all Chinese people.
The Chinese are deter-
mined to reach their goal
of four modernizations--
science, agriculture, indus-
try and defense--in the near
future. Therefore, _they.
look at foreigners as valu-
able commodities who should
be treated with the best
care in all aspects.
My 'job of' teaching in
China is a one-year contract
which can be renewed for
another year if I choose.
As yet, I have no idea
whether or not I will come
back. If I don It, it won't
be because I didn't like
it here. My experience in
China, for however long it
lasts, wi 11 be sc.uethtng
I will never forget.. '
~s i.a ~~.,I;.o speakEng-
lish very slowly. Suzan,
from Greencastle, Indiana,
has her masters in -Teaching
English as a Foreign Lan-
guage. She teaches the se-
niors the same course as
I have. All of our students
are quite friendly and they
have rapidly included us
in their sports activities.
Their biggest demands are
for us to teach them to sing
popular American songs and
to'dance the disco.
Chinese culture, of
course, is incredibly dif-
ferent from North American
culture. For example, in-
stead of toilet training
children, Chinese mothers
put their children in split
pants. So when they have
'to go to the bathroom, the
kids just squat down where
ever they are. That. sure
beats changing diapers, but
I don -t; dare to walk bare-
foot here.
Another discouraging fac-
tor for the "barefoot teel-
ing" is that everyone in
China spits. There ~s no
discrimination on the basis
of age or sex. In fact they
even do it in the classrooms.
The sound of someone hawking
and the satisfying thwat!
that follows it took some
getting used to.
In China everyone bikes
everywhere. City streets
are packed with bicycles





Next semester the board
of trustees of Dordt College
will most likely pass a new
constitution for student
forum. This constitution
was initiated by last year's
forum and ref ined and pre-
~ented by this year's forum.
The purpose of this effort
is to begin to solve several
prpblems that have been ham-
pering forum· ~n the past,
namely the unclear task of
forum, student apathy and
severe discontinuity between
successive forums.
The purpose of the forum,-
as stated in the old consti-
tution, is to assist in the
understanding, maintaining,
enhancing and implementing
of the distinct aims and
~bjectives of Dordt College.
The new constitution expands




"By ana l yz fng the intui-
tive," "says Mike Stair, "we
went against our own philos-
ophy." Mike Stair elabora-
ted upon a philosophy of
intuition within education
at a joint lecture series
with Dr. G. Bouma a few
weeks ago. Entitled We
Teach They Learn: Failed
Logic in Contemporar~ Educa-
tion, this series left the,
faculty with a mixed re-
sponse.
In hindsight Stair was
not pleased with their lec-
tures. He wished he had
taken a different approach
to the presentation, saying,
"Something other than a lec-
ture, using some kind 'of
art or a narrative." He
said that the presentation
beginning with a narrative,
might have been better.
People would have had an
intuitive exercise and af-
terwards they would have
discussed and commented upon
it. Furthermore, he ex-
plained .that; a narrative
would have given people an
intuitive sense at the situ~
a~ion with which they could
have, identified. Reflecting
upon the Bible, he mentioned
that Jesus used parables
to teach because human
speech is limited. Parables
gave the people an intuitive
of the students. And it
describes the task of the
forum as a representative
body; to be; addressing the
various areas of the college
with the needs, desires,
concerns and criticisms of
the students; and to exer-
cise "conjunctive aut hor Lty"
in the setting of procedures
and policies within Dordt I s
confes~ional direction.
Further, the new constitu-
tion will allow the forum
to issue recommendations
directly to various. areas
of the college where faculty
standing committees do not
apply, and when the situa-
tioh calls for it. Finally,
the new constitution clari-
fies the forum's prerogative
to draw on any resources
necessary to fulfill its
task. These changes help
to clarify the actual task
of .the forum, and the means




Brenda Oisselkoen and Enno Meijers discuss constitution.
The new constitution also the problem of continuity
speaks to the apathy problem in successive forums. Be-
by imglementing more COtIm- cause of increased awareness
unication lines between' the on the part of the student
students and forum. The body,' some' issues will re-
first is the formation of main alive from year to
a student forum newsletter. year, and thus they will
This newsletter will come continue to impress them-
out at least twice a seme- selves on the forum. The
s t.er , and will thoroughly forum then may draw on the
cover a1:1 the issues forum work done in forums past
has discussed to that point. to give them guidance and/or
Second, each year the forum ideas on how the issue
will elect a secretary of. should or should not; be
the press, who will chair approached. Also, at the
the newsletter connnittee, first meeting of each year
and see that pertinent the forum president will
issues will be relayed to give an inaugural address
the rest o£ the college in which he outlines goals
convey. comnunity through the for the forum in the up-
In retrospect Stair said Diamond or any other suit- coming year. He/she will
"using the analytic was ab l e means , Finally, al- prepare this address in
antithetical to our philos- though elections are still light of the work of the
ophy ;" He explained that to be held according to previous forum and with help
their philosophy should be class (ie~ Fr., So, , Jr., from previous forum members.
thought of as an idea of Sr.)- the, idea - of represen- This new constitution
understanding the "whoLe tat ion 'should not stop at will not be enough to cure
person" within reality and these distinctions. That all the woes that have
ihat the whole person has' is, a senior' forum member plagued forum in the past.
a relationship with all cre- represents a sophomore or It' will take a communal
ational r-eaLf t y , a relation- junior student as weif as effort from' the whole
ship that is subject to the senior students. We feel college cormmnity. But it
creational laws. Stair said that by opening these lines is a start, and if it helps
this view is different f;om of conmunLcat.Lon , the aver- clarify the students' per-
pant he i sm because in it hu- age student will become more ception of what forum is
man intuit ive expression. informed about what student and should be, we wi 11 al-
is subject to the law. Yet forum is, and thus will be- ready be well on the way
Stair ,said, "To use the come more interested. to helping forum fulfill
ana Lyt.Lc a I approach divided The new constitution will its task at Dordt college.'
•.. the whole person." .fiso ~rovide some help on
he ~~~~~unSt:~~d~epe~~ll~~~=~Concert S~rea:f·sJoy
thi.s idea but did not U
"reach'! very many people.
He said analytical educa- NEWSRELEASE Christian Men Rejoice" by
t Lon is so much a part of The Dordt College Chorale Norman Dello Joio.
society that people must and Chamber Orchestra will A highlight of the con-
think things out. ~ present a joint Christmas cert will be the performance
Reaction from. faculty concert on Sunday, December of Antonio Yivaldi' 5"
members was varied. Randy 18 at 2:30 p sm, in the Dordt "Gloria," sung by the Dordt
Vander Mey said he felt that, 'College Chapel , College Chorale and accom-
although he did not agree' The concert will open parrLed by the Chamber Or-
with all points, the lec- with several Christmas chestra. Cynthia Ripperdan,
tures did stimulate good pieces performed on the a senior from Vi~ton, Iowa,
discussion. Wayne _Tinga Casavant organ by Dr. Joan will also accompany the
also was one professor who Ringerwole, professor of Chorale on the harpsicord.
approached St at r after the music at Dor'dt , The pieces The audience 'will sing
lecture for advice into ap- include "Noel des Ausels" along on several numbers
p-lying the intuitive. The by Raymond Haan; "From including IIJoy to the
lectures appear to have had Heaven Above" by Johann World," "While Shepherds
some impact.. Pachelbel; and five lyrical Watched Their Flocks by
pieces based on "Good Night," tiThe First Noel, II
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Dordt Cannot Escape Nuclear Fallout
by LUKESEERVELD
On Nov. 20 viewers across
the nat ion sat in front of
their T.V. sets to watch
the most "hyped" made-for-
T ..V. movie ever: "The Day
After." The mov i e W;l~
supplemented by ABC's Night-
line which featured a panel
discussion with major Ameri-
can policy makers of the
present and former adminis-
trations as well as the
popular scientist Carl Sagan
and Jewish The;'logian Weiner,
Ted Kappe1, serving as med-
iator, effectively moved the
discuss ion among the panel-
ists and then between the
panel and audience.
Former secretary-af-state
Henry Kissinger summed up
the movie by saying that
it was merely a visual pre~
sentation of the horrible
facts that would become
reality in actual nuclear
war; facts that none can
disagree with. Sagan added
that the TeV. version of
nuclear holocaust was a mild
presentation of what would
actually happen.
Mr. McNamara had at his
finger tips 15 points of
action now available to the
u.s. government that in-
cluded uni-lateral disarma-
ment of obsolete missiles
in Europe which he said were
more of a threat to those
guarding them than to anyone
elsp..
ABC said they aired the
movie--cut from an inflated
four hours to two hours and
15 mjnutes--to begin dis-
cussion on an issue that
effects the entire' world
and Americans specifically.
Although some panelists
resorted to cries of pas-
sion, lained b some to
be a more humane response, point of departure through
the viewpoints of the panel- the ~wo forms of sensitiza-
ists ranged from the right- tion and concludes, "For
wing deterence of William me, I feel I have to incor-
Fe Buckley, Jr., to the porate the reality of nuc-
muted pa~ifist of Carl Sagan. learity--with its positive
The audience was allowed and negat ive as,pects--into
to ask questions at the end my consciousness. I don't
of the time allotted, but have a choice any longer.
by that time the major view- It depresses me, but it also
points were merely restated. pulls me closer to Him
Henry Kissinger, against whomI believe.".
nuclear freezing due to his j- _
experience in its red-tape
and endless formulating of II
helpless procedural docu-, .
ments, stressed the educa-I
tion of statesmen in the I
fine points of stability I
rather than hard-arm deter- I
ence. I
ABC, despite the hype I
and countering cries, be- I
lieved it met its objec- I
tive--despite the smearing r
of Reagan and Shultz in I
their own mud.
Dordt received another I
angle on the nuclear issuel
when former Dordt president
Rev. Haan addressed the stu_I
dent body in chapel. Haanl
told students and facultyl
that it disturbs him how
everyone gets so caught up
in the world' 5 holocaust
and then forget God's holo-
caust. We should first be
busy with what is more
pressing on our hearts, he
said, because we 'are not
people of this world. By
ta~ing God's holocaust to
heart, one must be concerned
with sin (right here), said
Haan. Of course, once
You've got the proper order
down, then one of your du-
ties is to get interested
in the world's nuclear ques-
tion as well.
One Dordt junior believes
he has formed a more solid
To Dor t's Wor
the Song" by Robert Youtfg;1
followed by the Chorale per-I----------------------------
forming "Every Valley" by Under New Management to spice up the Diamond and
John Ness Beck. "A freshman as editor?" make it visually exciting
The concert will conclude people say as' they lift with photographs (ar ct st tc
with "Toccata" from The their eyebrows at me. I as well as news-oriented),
Nativity and "God AmongUs" know it won't be "easy," drawings, and cartoons.
by Oliver Messiaen, per- so instead of elevating your And of course we always want
formed by Dr. Ringerwole eyebrows and standing back more people to "layout"
on the organ. you must get involved! I with. You don't have to
The Dordt College Chorale would like a humorous column go it' alone. Grab a friend
and Concert Choir are a world news c o Iumn , and to help with a column or
directed by Dale Grotenhuis, an entertainment ( column cartoon. Then let me know
professor of music. The (reviewing restaurants or either before or after
Chamber Orchestra is dir- movies in Siopx F-alls or Christmas if, there is some
ec ted by Dr. Wayne Kitchell, Sioux City)--but I need way you would like to help
visiting lecturer in music .• write~s. Artists and photo- to shine up ,the Diamond.•
graphers are also required
"Angels We Have Heard on
High," and "Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing."
Following the of-f er t or y ,
three members of the Chamber
Orchestra will present
"Sonata No. 6 for String
Trio" by Telemann. The trio
includes John Maas, a senior
from Lynden, Wash.; Dora
Haak, a junior from Sioux
Center, Iowa; and Cathy
Slenk, a junior from Grand
Rapids, Mich. Dr. Ringerwole
wi 11 accompany them on the
harpsichord.
The Chorale and Concert
Choir will sing "Sweet Was
....
Lori Walburg
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B. J. Ponders Past, Future
by LORI WALBURG Interview with B.J. Haan
SEE DORDT'S
FIRST BEGAN
it ought to be c lear that
now that I'm retired I'm
not really in the works of
the college. For me to sit
here and talk· about ~hat
I think ought to ·be done
or where I think it isn't
being done--I don't think
it's proper for me to do
that. I don't want to sit
in that kind of judgment
on the co llege. But I wi 11
say that I believe very
strongly that. we have to
emphasize those principles
that we've alway~ stood for.
Q. WITHOUTPUTTING IT IN
JUDGMENTALTERMSTHEN, WlIAT
DREAMSDO YOU IIAVE FOR THE
COLLEGE?
A. I want the faculty and
the student body to be far
more self-consciously re-
..formed along the Kuyperian
""0.1ioes with a strong clear
I ";:understanding of what CQve-
~ nant means, what the kingdom
::means, what it means to be
~united as God's people young
.:: and old doing the work of
~ the Lord. .1 think we have
>. a long way to go there .
.co Q. ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC
things toge t.he r gave a lot THINGSYOUCANDOTO ACHIEVE
. of impetus to the movement. SOMETHINGLIKE TIlAT? WlIAT
However, there were also SPECIFIC THINGS DID YOU DO
many of us who had in mind WHENYOUBEGANDORDT?
a truly Calvinistic liberal A. We did then and now a
arts college with a strong great deal of discussing--;:
emphasis along the Abraham papers, conferences, posi-::
Kuyper line. We wanted a t ion papers, get-togethers;
college that was thoroughly with the faculty--which .::
Calvinistic, stressing the stressed the basic princi- ~
covenant, the· kingdom and pies. We did this so we-:
the lordship of Jesus Christ wouldn't lose our awareness-'I
over all areas of life. of these principles. I':
Q. DO YOU THINK YOU IlAVE think there should be more '
ATTAINEDTHAT? conferences that involve Q. WHATWOULDTHEY
A. No, I don't think we the students witlr the pur- THEYGET TDGETHER?
have attained it fully. pose in mind of making them A. We want to do several
Whenever we talk about Dordt more aware of those princi- things. We'd like to make
College when it comes t o ples , I think we do too the "Christian Renewal" the
being a truly Ca Lv tn t sr tc "much "begging the question" best possible paper we can.
college in the Kuyperian ...------=-..;..-----------.....:----.....:;..-;..------.,
mind, I think Dordt College
is far more that kind of
college than any other col-
lege I know of. But now
having said that, I felt
all the years I was with
the college that we have
a long way to go. While
we're happy with what we're
doing and to a certain ex-
tent happy with the gradu-
ates--the way they look at
life and how they fill their
role in society within the
kingdom--we also feel we
have a long way ~o go.
Q. WlIAT COULDYOU DO TO
HELP PROPELTHATALONG?




A. It's very difficult to
go back in your mind as to
what you really thought it
would be. As I see it now,
Dordt started because of
a tremendous need for ~each-
ers. We felt that we had
to do something to get qual-
ified teachers and there
was a tremendous shortage
of teachers, so the two
:rhe _in purpose of Foun-
da1:ion ClJlIE is to spark a
new interest in. UD4erstand-
iag of aDd enthusiasm for
the biblical Reformed faith
with special emphasis upon
the covenantal-kingdom,
l'Orld-view under Christ's
Lordship. We want that
faith to have greater visi-
bility, to come alive in
the conversations in our
homes, churches, schools
and the market place of our
world. We are convinced
our faith is the 'most effec-
tive and the most urgently
needed answer to the radical
• c.~. ," c "'~r.l.
--we assume that they know
these principles. The fac-
ulty as well as the students
do not always know. Many
students who go through
Dordt College have a sense
of what we're doing and pick
up a few cliches, but think
that that means that they
really understand what it
means to be reformed. But ~
we find that many students, :
when they leave Dordt, be-;
cause they don't find a ~
strong representation of ~
that kind of thinking around ~
them when they leave, are ....l
soon back where they were ~I
before. We have to be busy'
creating an eagerness to Second, we hope to start
know what those principles educational films on the
are. Reformed faith. We're
Q. WlIAT KIND OF STUDENT hoping that what is happen-
ACTIVITIES COULDBRINGTHOSE ing with communications at
PRINCIPLES OUT IN THE OPEN? Dordt--the television idea--
A. We hope to set up a may be something that will
"chapter on campus of this service this t oo , Third,
group called CURE--Chris- we want to sponsor confer-
tians United in Renewal En-> ences on a variety of mat-
deavor. The students will ters--family, marriage,
be involved with people in youth.
this community learning to- Q. WOULDTHIS BE SIMILAR
gether what it means to be TO THE CATHOLICS' "MARRIAGE
truly reformational. ENCOUNTER"AND TO DOBSON'S
FILMS?
A. Yes, very much so. We
aren't doing nearly enough.
We want our faith to have
more visibility and to be-
come much more alive for
the young people. We think
most of our people are fall-
ing in line with the non-Re-
formed -evangelical movement
and that we're losing a cov-
enantal kingdom perspective.
I fought very hard for the
radio station because I
wanted the idea of that
tower up there point ing out
to the college that we don't
exist for ourselves but we
exist for proclaiming the
DOWHEN God-centered culture. I'm
not so sure that students
and faculty are aware of
that and carry it out.
There has to be something
of history being made
through a fight, through
a struggle. We have to al-
most create a situation
where we can fight for these,
principles. They should
fight for the Reformed faith
like they get excited about
the nuclear bomb. Billy
Graham called the Christian
Reformed Church "the s leep-
ing giant." We have so much
and we're losing it.
Q. SO WE CAN DO MORETHAN
WETHINKWECAN?
A. Yes. We're so busy
fighting isolated ques-
~ions--headship, premarital
sex, danc ing--that we lack
the big vision ••
so prevalent in our society
and making fast inroads into
our homes, churches and
schools. We want to consol-
idate those who are still
truly concerned about the
Reformed faith, to deepen
the love and zeal of our
youth for that faith, and
to help insure its trans-
mission to the coming gener-
ations. We aim to promote
godly marriages, firm cOlD-
mitment to Christian educa-
tion, faithful church mem-
bership,. a biblical life-
style, and meaningful Chris-
tian citizenship.
J
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Plan Needed To Ensure Future Vision
by TIM VOS
In 1937 when the members
of Classis Ostfriesland be-
. gao organizing a - Christian
Junior College, their
wi Ldest; hopes and dreams
could not have equaled the
reality of 1983's Dordt
College. It was not even
until 1955 that the two-year
teacher college was finally
in operation and then only
with a smal.I and inexperi-
enced staff (a few of the
faculty of Western Christian




the time entailed Christian.
Reformed churches from Iowa,
Minnesota, .North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, and
Baldwin, Wisconsin. Today,
Dordt is a four-year iost i-
tution of higher education
with a faculty of nearly
70 and student enrollment
of about 1,100 (from nearly
every possible region in
North America). Undoubtedly
another 25 to 30 years will
bring additional growth that
may leave 1983 looking like
1937 or 1955 does today.
The vision for Dordt College
that was present already
in 1937 has gone through
some major tune-ups, not
to mention a number of re-
alignments over the years--
the question is: how much
mileage is left on that
vision before it needs a
complete overhaul? Is it
capable of guiding Dordt
another 25 to 30 years?
Aside from its original
reports and statements,
Dordt has turned out three
major documents, each giving
a new fo~us to a vision for
Dordt College: in 1960,
The Statement of Purpose
of Dordt College; in 1968,
Scripturally-Oriented Higher
Educat ion; and in 1979,
The Educat ional Task of
Dordt College. None of
these documents claim to
dethrone those preceding
it (the 1968 paper even
makes a point of the fact),
but it is obvious a differ-
ent focus is operative in
each instance. Dordt has
faculty, administration,
board members, and constit-
uents who are equally famil-
iar with one, or none. The
result is a very out-of-
focus vision,•••perhaps not
enough of a foundation for
another 30 years.
The 1979 document is ~er-
haps worthy of standing on
its own, ie. apart from the
other two; but even assuming
that is true, it must be
accompanied by a frank ap-
praisal of Dordt I 5 histori-
cal development. The disad-
vantage in doing so is that
Dordt could no longer be
a little something of every-
thing for everyone; the ad-
vantage of such an appraisal
is a conf essLng of differ-
ences and ultimate unity
in vision. Singularity of
vision is necessary to sus-
tain meaningful growth in
the coming years for Dordt
College. Such steps are
being taken currently: an
expanded Voice newsletter
is being sent to consti-
tuents, the new core curri-
culum will require students
to be familiar with The
Educational Task of Dordt
College, and the faculty
is meeting for periodic
forums as well as sunmer
Division seminars. These
steps are not in every case
being carried out with full
acknow ledgement of a break
from the past--the Dordt
connnunity will: have to at'
some point come together
to confess its disobedience
How much mtleage is left on
that vision before it needs a
complete overhaul?
to God I s academic laws and
then ask His Spirit to go
with the corenun Lt.yto dis-
cern a united vision.
In a similar way, Dordt
College will have to come
to terms with some difficult
issu'eswhich have not been
fully dealt with ·in the past
if the community can expect
to actualize a vision such
as outlined in The Educa-
tional Task of Dordt
College. A particularly
nagging matter relates to
the status of the constit-
uency. The 1968 document
begins with a description
of Dordt's constituency,
upon whom the college is
founded. The constituents
are given significantly less
consideration, while the
Biblical grounds for Dordt
are emphasized. The demands~
of deve lop fng the Kingdom:. ..make for 'a place for Dordt_
College' in today's world.:
This theme was driven home_
by Dr. John Hulst in his-:·
inaugural address upon be_...J.
coming president of Dordt. ~
In 1968 the focus was
elsewhere: references are
made to the ch~rch order,
accentuating the duty of
Ehe consistories to esta-
blish Christian schools for
parents to have their chil-
dren instructed; and adding
"Dordt College was founded
by the covenant community
to assist covenant parents
in the fulfillment of their
responsibilities. The en-
tire program and all the
policies at Dordt must con-
form to this ideal and may
not conflict with this pur-
pose." The status of the
constituency with regard
to the operations of the
college has apparently
Changed over the last 15
years but, again, that
change has been allowed to
evolve without explicitly
Dardt must come to grips with
a unified vision for its future.
drawing attention to it.
Subsequent Iy the roLe of
the constituency is one-of-
focus. Students and faculty
alike have become frustrated
with the fluctuat ing influ-
ence of the constituents.
In a ·closely related
matter the 'office of
student' also lacks clear
definition and focus. The
typical student at Dordt
has changed along with the
college. When Dordt began
as a two-year coliege, stu-
dents lived at home with
parents or with relatives,
strongly resembling "a high
school situation. To posit
that Dordt was founded to
help parents educate their
children presented no real
conflict. However, since
1955 a different type of
student populates Dordt's
campus. Because of an in-
creasingly strong emphasis
on developing God's Kingdom,·
Dordt has attracted students
from outside the categories
of single, ages 17-22 and
Christian Reformed. There
is an increasing number of
Co.pare to cover picture!
students who are well above
age 22, or who are married,
or who are from broken
homes, etc., where the
parents are simply not a
part of the process whatso-
ever.
Student-life regulations
by and large assume a stu-
dent consistent with a 1955
or 1968 concept ion of the
office of student, while
the curriculum assumes some-
thing somewhat different.
Is there an inconsistency
(or lack of focus as to the
off ice of student) when on
the one hand "Dordt, as a
Christian college, aims to
train kingdom citizens aware
of the demands of the cul-
tural mandate, equipped to
take their place and carry
out their tasks within the
community of believers. able
to discern the spiritual
direction of our civiliza-
tion, and prepared to
advance, Fn loving service,
the claims of Christ over
all areas of. life •.•" (1979)
and on the other hand does
not allow this kingdom
trainee to serve a table
wine with a steak dinner?
Telescoping the documents
complicates matters: Dordt
can't decide today whether
it wants any given consti-
tuent's (problem?) child
or a student committed to
someday more fully serve
in God's kingdom.
During the early seven--
ties, Dordt (apparently)
went through a harrowing
identity crisis. Decisions
were made and paths taken,
but indications are that
that experience may not have
come to a sure enough con-
clusion. Opposing visions
sti11 produce unneeded dis-
crepancies in an institution
quite willing to chart a
purposed future. Dordt must
not only come to grips with
a unified vision for its
future, but also plot a plan
to actualize that vision••
-
.'
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The Oordt Ifiaaond encourages
and appreciates letters to the edi-
tor. In consideration of space
li.itatians and fairness, we ask
letter writers to confine their
contributions to 300 words or less.
The Dordt Dia.ond reserves the
right to edit or refuse publica-
tion of letters. letters eust be




This is in response to
the anonymous "Jocks
Strapped" letter.
When we read this letter,
it made us very angry be-
cause we are ath letes and
part of the "royal" blood
on the women's basketball
team.
First of all being called
a "jock" is not appreciated,
because we, both male and
female, are athletes using
the talents God has given
us. Speaking of talents,
let's take a closer look
at the basketball teams.
The men's team has only one
PE major, along with a pre-
med, engineer, and a handful
of business majors, as well
as a history and psychology
major~ The women's basket-
ball team has nine new mem-
bers, who only two weeks
ago realized they were sup-
posed to be "pompous snobs."
The comment about how
"we the jocks" like to take
easy classes is rea!!1 an
over-generalization. We
know for a fact -tbat ath-
letes do indeed take dif fi-
cult classes, and must
schedule their spare time
efficiently because they
are here first to receive
an enucation and secondly
to participate in athletics.
If PE is considered such
a slack course of study,
we challenge any person on
campus to take the course
of Physiology of Exercise,
and do well in it (a re-
quirement for all PE majors
and minors). Why is it so
wrong for a person who is
interested in athletics to
become inp91ved in PE?
Don't those ~ho enjoy music,
art, drama, business, or
any other profession, use
-their interests to I enhance
their educat ion? God com-
mands us to use our talents
to the best of our ability.
You were correct when
you said you made some un-
fair accusations, but in
our minds, the whole letter
is a misunderstanding on
your part.
We hope you realize now
that athletes are not a
special breed, do not re-
ceive special privileges
and ar~ not all PE oriented.
If the PE profession is go-
ing to be evaluated, so must
all other areas.
Sincerely,
Lynn Postma and Linda
Mabie, physically educated
students.
Again • • •
Dear aut.hor of. "Jocks
Strapped":
First, I would like to
point out I your generaliza-
t ion that some athletes are
"pompous snobs": that accu-
sation can be made of other
groups such as actors, art-
The !lor t 1_ s a bl-weeky p. lcubOll prod""ed by the students
of Dordt College. Tbe views presented are these of tbe editors and
featured writers. TbeDordt Oia.. lId strives to pr.vide a 'Olltext for
.. rio.s Cbriatiall ~li.. in to ,roote thOllg/ltand re_se
fHIo the e~ty to ..neh it is di ted.
mlTllIlS: Tvila J.ll1lPellIMlt. LllkeSeer•.w "lSOl, o.e CalIpbell
."TElIS, lillo ~ Aanettel:eutl-. lilt.. lit .... t...... lite ... ,
~ KGIly.... lt. ~1~ ~~ """"i llrnIU. t.. l~ t_e
!!I".... st,," ~ IJP!. ~~, Qtri ~ COl.lJl.
.Tf~• .,IIf; -..1h. ( E4;; ..... coPY~~, m_ ...r....firets. ~a Mhl( TJ,(fts, "'""~ Ie ......
at, kill '"kert.. .. 110_1'. fOH 1liIi4 CMllIlU, !flU ~.dr
V.,. PROlIF1IUIlE1I6: llarrvet 1Ii~', tar.l llarclIs. a.tIt T.inln
....... Tllialaga. I e_k T~RS: letty De J.,...,
Lori "ers t , -..- Demlale, The••• get...,. Jolla lIessel-
illS LA'flllJT: " 6!!p, .... ...-, hie .. a-, larto-l'IlilipV~ "'Tm., t..ey&r_e ReIlert 1Ii... _.
"
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ists, scientists, and musi-
cians. So why did you
.choose athletes to be the
object of your criticism?
You also made the slan-
derous assumption that ath-
letes receive special treat-
ment from coaches and pro-
fessors. Where is your evi-
dence to support this? I
don't know if you realize
this, but supportive evi-
dence makes an argument much
more believable. I hope
you haven't taken what you
might have heard occasion-
ally occurs in some other
.colleges and applied it to
Dordt.
Whenyou made the assump-
tion that athletes are re-
ceiving special treatment
from the coaches and pro-
fessors you were not only
arbitrarily implying that
the athletes are not smart
enough to get' good grades,
but also making the judgment
that the coaches and pro-
fessors are dishonest.
I was going to say your
letter to the editors shows
that you are more concerned
with the speck of vanity
in your brother' s ey~ than
with the board of bearing
false witness in your own,
but I don't think your 'Dear Editors:
statement was thought out I am writing this letter
very well. It was more or in response to the sarcastic,
less an impulsive action, unrealistic letter written
seen in your inefficient by some student named Anony-
weighing of the evidence. mous about us so-called
. Anothe-r question I have "jocks."
is this: why did the Dia- First of all, I'd just
mond bother printing this like to tell this person
letter to the editors? I that if he thinks his letter
would think you would want was Christian-like, he has
to give the paper some re-, another guess coming. This
spectability. I don't think person said we basketball
a paper can be respectable "jocks" act "downrt.ght. rude
when it prints slanderous, and unChristian-like." Well,
anonymous p.ot-shots for I feel that the letter was
which a person can remain one of, no, the rudest thing
totally unaccountable. I live ever read. I don't
also hope that the members believe your attitude was
of the Diamond staff aren't very Christian-like, and
looking at this slanderous if you believe it was--you
article as valuable simply _had better think again.
because it caused an uproar To begin - with, we are
in the Dordt community. athletes. We are athletes
Terry Schaap who are using God-given tal-
ent by participating in bas-
ketball. If you can't han-
dle this, then that I s your
problem. As for saying
welre pompous snobs, that
is ridiculous. What a gen-
eralization! I feel it
isn I t; even true. How can
you put down a group of peo-
ple so much? It was illlD3-
ture and wrong. I don't
know if you had a bad exper-
ience with one basketball
player or what, but don't
take your frustrations out
on the whole group.
And as for us getting
have to deal with this prob-
lem is incorrect.
i fe~l that the letter
entitled "Jocks Strapped,"
was in poor taste and the
editors should have been
more discriminating.
Wendel Buys
And Again • • •
Dear Editors:
This statement is di-
rected toward both the per-
son who wrote the letter
to the editor entitled
"Jocks Strapped" (Nov. 17)
and the Dordt Diamond:
I realize that it is the
right and even the duty of
Christ ians to promote their
views. But when a person
uses double-standards, un-
founded accusat ions and
judgemental statements to
promote his opi nron , the
opinion is not an unbiased,
responsible journalistic
viewpoint but rather appears






Is it fair to isolate
a spec if ic group on campus
and criticize the way they
handle themselves? If we
are indeed a body of be-
lievers, I don't think thaJ
th;e mouth should criticize
the dribbling hand. Rather,
all parts should recognize
that they must-grow together.
To assume that because one
is not a jock he does not
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Dear Editors:
The "Stewardship" issue
of the Diamond was excellent.
But 11m beginning to worry
about its effect on the ,.....------------------------------------------------"
~~r~~ar~~;"~:~~~~Ck o~n~~:~: Ca lvin Ac'cepts Its Roots !our Resources!" I I ve heard r
more responses to "Save the
Jock!" Where are our p!i- by FREDVERWOERD these students became Ln-. ment emphasizes the pr o-]
orities? eligible for Michigan finan- gram's qual Lty, It is also
Patti Fisher The Dordt College Nether- e-ial aid as well as Calvin seen as a positive rein-
lands Program received a scho l ar sh tps s , Calvin, with forc.ement. of the program' 5
boost in morale recently its endorsement of the pro- housing move from Noordwijk~
with the announcement by gram; will now list. the pro": and Leiden to Amsterdam,'"
Calvin College of its en- gram in their catalog and The endorsement should a1s
dorsement of the program.. incorporate it into their help to bring a better spir
In previous years any curriculum, allowing stu- it of cooperation betwee
Calvin st.udent who wished dents to be enrolled in Cal- the two school-s and will
to part.icipate in the vin while studying in Am- hopefully encourage mar
Netherlands Program had to sterdam. Calvin students to take ad
transfer to Dordt for' a sem- According to Dr, W. vantage of the opportunit
ester and then transfer back Stronks, co-ordinator of to study in th~ Netherlands.
to Ca1vin.. Conse uent 1 r r this odors
special privileges, you are
wrong--dead wrong! I study
three times harder during
the basketball season just
to keep uP, in my classes.
If profs give special treat-
ment to us like you said,
I'd like you to talk to mine.
You see, I've never received
any special privileges ..
I don't get extra points
on tests, and my assignments
are due the same time as
everyone else's. If you
don't believe me, you can
just take a look at my tests,
grades, and GPA. I work
hard for the grades I get
and don't appreciate anyone
sayLng I get them unfairly.
I also feel you put down
the profs. Dordt profs are
more fair than that, and. 'I th1nk you know that too.
If you have any arguments
with what I've written, you
c~n smarten up-and come look
me up in pe r son , You see,
11m signing my name to my
letter. As for you, editors
I feel if you set a rule
that all letters need a sig-
nature you should abide to
it.
One last note, Anonymous:
you said you may have made
some unfair accusations ..
I'm glad to see you put
something of truth in your
letter. You're right, you
were unfair, and I feel you
owe many people apologies.
And next time you have a
problem wit.h an individual
or two, why donlt you go
to them and take care of
it. Rather that than saying
things which affect the in-







I'm writing ·in response
to my last letter.. I --knew
when ,I wrote it that some
people would get angry, but
I never expected it to be
as big of a deal" as it was.
I realize now that I defi-
nitely overstated my pe Lnt ,
and I sincerely apologize
to anyone whom it hurt ..
In my righteous anger I feel
I went too far by making
an unsubstantiated statement
about the integrity of the
cpach/professor.. For that
I offer a complete retrac-
tion. The letter wasn't
on the issue of coaches--
it was about jocks. The
whole idea was to point out
something that needed to
Where do our p:i"iorities lie?
The last issue was on ste-
wardship, if anyone noticed,
be said. A funny thing is,
it has helped too. Jocks
are more friendly now. I
think that is important,
since they are, whether they
like it or Dot, i ~~
light. I realize that there
are other kinds of people
allover campus who won't
give you the time of day,
who could also improve their
attitude. Maybe I should
have stated that in my last
letter. I'm an athlete
though, and I know ~he area
I ment Loned more than other
areas on campus. You might
ask, how can an athlete say
this s t.uf f about his .own
kind. I did it to improve
the area, not cut- it up ..
Reading over the respon-
ses to_ my letter makes me
sad. They were a11 bas i-
cally bitter. Most of them
attack me, as a person and
not the issue. I even heard
letter one more, time and
try to understand it
new, positive light.
can all learn from this
I know I have.
A fellow athlete
still choosing to withhold
my name.
(Remain Anonymous)
that people were on a "witch
hunt" to. find out who I am.
Is that so important? I've
heard a couple of times that
it was very un ,-Christian-
li~e not to sign that letter.
Is i-t? Why? What differ-
ence wduld it make except
being detrimental to my fu-, ,
ture here at Dordt? In my
classes, I heard fellow
classmates say comments like
"We're going to kill whoever
wrote that letter." With
comments like that, I think
it's best that. I remain .-- '-~---- __ -_.
anonymous. It is not a cop- We the editors would like
out that I didn I t sign my to share' our regret for the
name. I'm not too chicken pub1icat ion of the anonymous
to stand by what I say. letter appearing in Diamon
If you want me to revea I Vo1. XXVII No 5. We spec i-
who I am, I will. . but fically regret the inclusion-,
first think of what you of the applicatory comic.
would do if you would find Also, the term "Anonymous"
out would you be should have been "name with-
Christian-like or just re- held by author's request"
vengefully attack me? to show some editorial deli
The editors of the Dia- be rat ion had occurred. The
mond chose to print this que atLon that arises fro
letter and chose to let me this letter is this: in what.
remain anonymous. Some of way can/should one file
the responses to my letter complaint against one's 0
attack the editors. They department when the nature
just did what they thought of the complaint is boun
needed to be done. People, to affect the author'j
especially here at Dordt, status within that depart
should be free to express ment? We trust thos
~pinions and also be able
to take those opinions in
stride.
One more th tng , where
do our priorities lie? The
last issue of the Diamond
was on stewardship if anyone
noticed.. Shouldn't we em-:-
phasize and work on that
more th3n this trivial
issu,e? And if you say that
this is not a trivial issue
then 'your priorities are
messed up. ·We are all here
at Dordt to promote God's
kingdom. As an athlete
sports mean a lot to me,
but. as Chri~tian ·athletes
here at Dordt, it cannot
dominate our lives. Think
about it. What we can do '- -J






so doing allow us
the after-
P.S. In the light of th
broader question of goo
sports coverage~ we woul
like' to challenge anyon
with even a pinch of sports/




appointed editor, Lori Wal
burg at ext. 6865.
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Incarnation Can,Give UsN ew Vision
ED JAGER
The air is thick and
heavy, making it difficult
for us to see the importance
of the birth of Jesus
Christ a Human culture has
clouded our view of that
great day of our Lord Jesus
Christ. Man has seemingly
taken the center stage of
history.
t inent for our work -Ln the
kingdom of God. The incar-
nation gives us new vision
in that it affirms that God
cares for us and affirms
our academic work.
- First of all, through
the incarnat ion,· Jesus
Christ betame as one of us.
He experienced both the joys
and sorrows, and heartaches
and pain that are found in
human 1t fe, The birth of
Christ has given us a High
Priest ~ho has been touched
with -Our infirmities. "We
do not have a high priest
who is unable to aympat.h t ze :
with our weaknesses, but
we have one who has been
tempted in every way, just
as we flre--yet was without
sin." (Hebrews 4:15, NIV)
The Christmas message does
not stop with the birth of
Jesus, but comes to us
through the death, resurrec-
tion, and ascension of our
Lord. The incarnation de-
monstrates God's love and
care for us.
Therefore, we too, be-
cause of' the Christmas
message, can minister to
our fellow brothers and
sisters in times of joy and
sorrow. The birth of Jesus
Christ enables us, through
the Holy Spirit, to impart
wholesomeness to the broken-
hearted. The incarnation,
death, and resurrection of
Jesus Christ make it poss-
ible for us to be vehicles
of healing through our
Christian care and prayer,
and through the administra-
t ion of the Lord's Supper.
We have a High Priest who




upholds the world from with-
in the cosmos which He
created. The birth of Jesus
Christ demonstrates to us
that God acknowledges the
goodness of creat~d reality.
God recognizes that our
everyday experiences are
real; so real in fact, that
God deemed it necessary for
Christ to come down to earth
and bring salvation.
Therefore, the incarna-
tion enables us to study
creation with certainty be-
cause we know that Jesus
Christ is upholding it.
We can be assured that our
studies are not in vain,
because God. acknowledges
and sustains the goodness
of His creation. Finally,
the incarnation guarantees
that our lives and our
studies are reat and impor-
tant, which, therefore,
should give us deeper mean-
ing and purpose in what we
do.
In conclusion, all of
creation centers around that
great birth of our Lord.
Even time is said to occur
either before Christ or
after Christ, and all of
1Lf e is most certainly ,sus-
tained through Christ. The
birth of Jesus is not just
a past event, but is also
a present-day reality. I
pray that we will take time
this Christmas to realize
the greatness of the Christ-
mas message. Merry ChrLst «
mas and may God bless you!~.
New Scholarship Offered
NEWS RELEASE
In memory of the late
Jack Visscher, professor
of economics at Vordt Col-
Iege, the family of Jack
Visscher recently estab-
1ished two scholarships
which are available to Dordt
College students.
Juniors and seniors are
eligible for the Jack Viss-
cher' Memorial Scholarship
for Business and Economics
Students. The $500 scholar-
sh Lp will apply toward the
second semester tuition
charge for the 'junior or
senior year at Dordt College.
Recipients will be awarded
on the basis of Christian
leadership abilities and
financial need.
The Jack Visscher Memor-
I CMT BELIEVE
l1IlY '3If:W 'm1 ljulf-AR,
\)I';#J5fIf!l'J ItPJ.IE~ et-l
CASlE T.V!.~~
ial Scholarship for Dordt
College Freshmen was estab-
lished to give financial
assistance to freshmen with
leadership abilities. One
half of the $500 scholarship
will be given in both semes-
ters of the freshman year
and will apply toward the
tuition charge.
Visscher began teaching
at Dordt in the fall of 1980,
He was interested in econo-
mics, especially 'in govern-
ment policy as it related
to agriculture and natural
resources. He was also in-
terested in the political
aspect of economi,csand was
influenced by his education
at Michigan' State and at
Calvin College••
College Press Service ~
COJ1fabulatioJ1s
The stage of history has
.seen many campaigns of war
and peace. Great empires
have been built and des-
troyed. Man has stumbled
across and made great scien-
tific discoveries. Even
the church has had its glor-
ious and t roubLesome times.
All this cultural activity
has distracted us from
seeing the great sigrtifi-
cance of the incarnation.
It is hard at times to
believe that the birth of
Jesus Christ has meaning
for us today; but through
faith and the Holy SpLri t-
we can believe. The Christ-
mas message can only be seen
as significant for us in
the twentieth century if
we have expe~ienced new
birth; that is, a radica1
change in. our lives' goals
and direction towards God.
Christ's birth (and death
and resurrection) enables
us to experience new birth,
and new bitth ,empowers us
with new vision through the
Holy Spirit.
This new vision is per-
~:~ ttf ;~ IItl..-' ~~R::;;··
,~f.M· . "'",I'j"'~.
April
MBB vs. Sioux Fa s, Home
Last day of classes.
Review Day, all day.
Faculty Christmas Dinner,
High School Basketball Tourney, Gym.
High School BaSketball Tourney, Gym.
Chorale Christmas Concert, CH, 2:30 p.m.
1992 - Dordt's annual Valentine~s Day dance
will be held in the lobby of the chapel.
Special guests--Synod 1991.
2.0, 2055 Dordt celebrates its centenniaH
All are invited to hear guest speaker Rev.
John Van Dixhoorn, who will speak on "Our
.Grandchildren Provi"dinga Reformed Perspec-
~tive in Christian Colleges." Rev. Van Dix':'
hoorn is the oldest liVing Dordt Graduate
and actuall.y remembers B.J. Haan, Vo·rdt's
first president. The celebration will take
place in the new Chapel behind the computer
complex.
18, 2057 - Science Club Space Trip: .We will
leave from the soccer field at 7:00 pvm,
Everyone be on time so the Shuttle craft
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Dordt Blades Look Sharp On lee
On Thursday Nov. 24 at attention away from the game struck once more in the have eluded any . goalie.
6:00 a.m. the Blades and by videos and overdrawn third I but their gallant The goal however was not
sever-a L' of their most loyal exultations of the Flying effort proved to be in vain enough and the final score
fans boarded the "Grey Dutchmen's merits, on the and .....the Blades left the was 2-1 in Erno's favor.
Goose" and headed north to ice, the Blades were ready ·arena with another victory More ,importantly though,
hockey' 5 chosen land. In to keep their unbeaten trad- in their pocket. the Dutchmen finally lit
Erno, Ontario they were to <LtLon against Erno alive. After suffering another up. their side of the score-
face-off for two games After a particularly enthu- defeat at the hands of the board in the long-standing
against the dreaded "Flying siastic !leen, twee, drie, Blades, Erno's supporters rivalry between themselves
Dutchmen" in their new met' elkaar!" the Blades _ intensified t.He i r efforts and the Blades.
Dutchmen uniforms" and en- swept into action. Ed Groot to slow them down with food, After a Sunday high-
gage in several struggles opened the scoring with a entertainment and a~l around lighted by good coffee,
with the maliciously hospi- brilliant deke after an good times. Unfortunately, gezel ighied, and an Argo's
table Emo families and' their' effective poke check and (or the first time in victory, the Blades and
'copious dinner tables. break away. Glen Bandstra history, their efforts were their fans headed back to
After wrest ling with a tall ied next with a booming successful. Emo scored two the great plains. J';ck' s
severe blizzard, through slap shot that left tbe goals in the well-fought experienced driving piloted
which Jack Bandstra's stal- "Dnt chmen t s goalie with .bat t I e on ice, and those the Grey Goose through yet
wart driving safely led little chance. In the two tallies proved to be another mid-western bliz-
them, they arrived at Erno second period Mike Vander sufficient to ruin tradi- zard, and they were welcomed ~
Christian Reformed Church Kwaak proved his Assistant tion. Veteran def enseman back to Dordt with a cheery
for their first battle with Captain status by turning and worthy Assistant Captain "no school tonmorrow!"--the
the dinner table. Several - on the red light again._ Ken Griffioen proved Dordt' s perfect end to af n) (almost)
Blades looked a little worse. Tbe Emo Skaters regrouped respectability with ~ scin-' perfect Thanksgiving break ••
for the wear, but their however, and proved too much tillating drive that would by ENNOMEIJERS
appetites }lad a whole night for goalie Enno Meijers
~~l~::;rt~~~ci;~, :::id:::: ::~;>~::o~~~~~::~~:sf~I:;! WOflOF I"V
efforts to take the Blade's in the second period. Erno.
!
I Open 9-7 Daily .-,...- "!) .. - •! owner- Ij",.- ~
! Coupons expire January 1, 1984 JII.................................................... -I- -J
~ .......- ;IrIII_j ~..;-._---------_ ......~Ill Rev. Van Dlxhoorn ~e playing pool In 2055?
r····························· ..····················-JI - Coupon: I
! !i Get one haircut for $5.00 (reg. price) I'
! Get the next haircut for 30% off. !
IHe and She Hairstyling
Lot 18 Sunrise Estates
ph. 722-0235
typed by Mike Dykstra, special slave to the editors
~.
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World and space view
No concrete campus
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I Shall Not Pa~s ..
And it came. to pass
Early in the morning toward-the last day of the semester
There,arose a great multitude smiting the books and wailing.
And there was much weeping and gnashing of teeth,
For the day of judgement was at hand.
And they were sore afraid, for they had left undone
Those things which they ought to have done,
And they had done
Those things which they ought not to have done
And there was no help for it.
And there were many abiding in the dorm "-
Who kept watch over their books by night,
But it availed them naught.
But some were there who arose peacefully
For they had prepared themselves the way
And had made straight the paths of knowledge.
And these were known
As the wise burners of the midnight oil,
but to ot.he r's they were known as "curve raisers."
And the multitude arose
And ate a hearty breakfast • • •
And they came to the appointed place
And their hearts were heavy within them.
And they ca~e to pass,
But some to pass out.
And some of them
Repented of their riotous living and bemoaned their fate.
But they had not a prayer.
And at the last hour there came among them
One known as the instructor, and they feared him exceedingly.
He was of diabolical smile,
And passed papers among them and went. his way.
And many and varied
Were the ans~ers that were given,
For s~me of his tea~hings had fallen among fertile minds,-
Others had fallen among the fallows
While others had fallen flat.
And some were there who wrote for one hour
Others for two, •
But some turned away sorrowful,
And many of these
Offered up a little bull
In hopes of pacifying the instructor.
And these were the ones who had not a prayer.
And when they had finished
They gathered up their belongings
And went their way quietly, each in his own direction,
And each one vowed unto himself in this manner:
"I shall not pass t~is way again."
Author Unknown
Courtesy ~f the,Vander Zee-Mahaffy-Peterson ·Connection
photos by Betty de Jager
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Boer and Vos Lead Improving Defenders
The Dordt basketball team
has ~on twif of its last
three games, and is starting
to play more consistent ball.
Coach Rick VanderBerg is
pleased with the team's re-
cent games, especially the
last two in which the De-
fenders were one and one.
Dordt came into the last
week of play with a record
of three wins and three
losses. Last Friday the
Defenders played a tough
Dakota Wesleyan team in the
Corn Palace in Mitche 11,
South Dakota. VanderBerg
was impressed with the way
Wesleyan played and _com-
mented that they played as
well as they could. Wesley-
an shot very well with an
impressive field goal per-
centage of 60 percent to
Dordt's 50 percent.
The lead changed many
times throughout the game
with leads of no more than
three points. With one and
a half minutes to play the
score was tied, but Dordt
could not hold off the Wes-
leyan offense -.andended up
losing 89-84.
Leading scorers were
Brian Vos 20 points, Brad
Boer 20 points, Paul Hamstra I' ••
18, and Don Vanden Top 11.
Vos led the team with 10 _.....l~;,;
rebounds and field goal per-
centage (82 percent, 9 for
11) •
Monday night Dordt played
host to a surprisingly tough,~
Buena Vista team. Buena
Vista IS record is now 0-8. "
Dordt fe11 behind at half
by three points but came
back in the second half to
take control of the game
and win 90-80. The game
was highlighted by a number
of slam dunks. Leaders in
that category were Boer and
Vanden Top with three each.
Boer scored a career high
of 34 points, 27 in the
second half. Vanden Top
was a distant second with
16 points with three players
tied for third with 8. The
team 'shooting percentage
ended at 48 percent compared
to BV's 55 percent. The
difference in the game was
free throws. Dordt had 37
compared to BV's 13.
Brent Kok had a good game
coming off the bench with
8 points and 9 rebounds.
Vos also played a good board
game with 9 rebounds.
Season scoring leaders
are Vanden Top with 132
(16.5 points a game), Boer
127 (15.8 per game), Hamstra
77 (9.6), and Vos 59 (7.4).
Field goal percentage lead-
ers are Vos 53 percent, Van-
den Top 50, Hamstra 50, and
by Gr •••• Dond.l.








Boer 48. Free throw leaders
w-4,ereDave Brennaman 82 per-
cent, Jon Broek, 80, Vos
74, and Boer 66. The season
team shooting is 46 percent
f rom the fie1d and 63 per-
cent from the line.
Dordt plays tonight at
home against Sioux Falls.
Sioux Falls is picked to
take the South Dakota Con-
ference and won their last
game against Northwestern
in Orange City. After the
holidays the team will play
in a tournament hosted
by Northwestern on January
6th.and 7th.
Boer ensures Vanden Top rebound.
Your Tickets Are Ready!
Stop in for a cup of hot cider
and pick up your Christmas ticket
Ask us about, advance seat
assignments
Announcing
winners of our Travel Gift Drawing:
• Laura Vander Molen • Scott Vande Kieft
• Steve Anema • Linda Tel
-Joan Wikkerink
Come in to claim your prize
The Travel Center+-
Phone (712)m-W7 - Sioux (;en_ ,IA. 51250
It was spring break, Sunday, and we'd gotten as far
Picayune, Mississippi, so we attended a small,
up Baptist church having seven rows of pews.
En Route
The service was great (the friendly members- even had
us do a special musical number--good grief), but the
bulletin had me confused; its cover was the drawing of
a grandiose, ultramodern church around which congregated
many peop Le , So I asked the minist.er ("Rev I rn '
Renkin lit). "Why do you have another church Is picture
on your bulletin?"
"We don't have."
Somewhere we missed each other.
"Oh," I say, "This picture is ·the headquarters of
your denomination?"
"No. That I s our church. Well, not exactly quite
yet. But that's our dream church. With the Lord's
, bless in', we know we' 11 someday have that church to
house all the new members." His southern drawl and sin-
cere, proud face are sure. That day a mere fourteen
people were in church.
Vision. The above example is the best I've seen in
many months. Having faith to pursue a vision even when
seemingly no progress is made and having wisdom to know
the best way to fulfill that vision.
With its strong Christian faculty and firm biblical
It's allover! A few uncomfortable exams and un-
finished papers aside, most of us are looking forward
to our own definition of rest! After trips in cars too
from tfJe l'asement
small for their cranned contents, or leisurely, flights,
to North America's far corners, weI 11 join family and
friends in celebration of a young King's birth.
But we don t t; have much time to r es t , Driven and
equipped with eager thougbts of tommorrow, we experience
• time as a uni-directional blur. And if we stop long
enough to Ioo., , it appears that we walk. an historical
line--this would suggest that welre making his~ory.
• Strangely, most of us don I t care deeply about the his-
tory we're making.
Instead, we anchor ourselves in the past; and if we
know about the traps or not, we usually resign ourselves
to living tightly within the ideas, questions and
answers of that (our) past. The blur is the result of
full-thrott led motors prope 11ing the speed boats that
we are round and round in an exciting circle!
To redirect this going-nowhere-quickly patte~n, some
philoso~hized into existence a world-view that will grab
each commonJoe and propel him into every area of cul-
ture! Here ~t Dordt we've got quite a few men and women
working at getting the above realized--but. it is appa-- .rent that they've forgotten someth1ng.
In the preceding paragraph I substituted culture for
life--on purpose. In f ac t., if you missed Mike's gentle
plea for it, Haan I s call to refind it in our Reformed
Principles-,- and Tim's question whether II ought not to
act alone as grounding for the statement of Dor dt." s
Educational purpose and task, then read on carefully.
This isn I t easy to conmunicate, but the very soul=~
heart-di rectedness of Dordt College is absent (found
repeatedly want Lng) , The lands to conquer are there,
mapped cu t; in visionary detail, but the army isn't
really sure why it's going except that man (and God?)
has called it to fight mightily everywhere~
There are fine heads, but no helmets; there are burly
and delicate chests, but no chest plates; there are
plenty of scabards, but no swords: Dordt' s not going
to war, it's going to school!
Confused? Good! That really makes more than 1200
hundred of us! We've already told ourselves what the
r out e to renewed clarity is, so often, that we don I t
experience it. So few experience real changing. But
nobody's pushing radical Christianity at Dordt, because
firstly, everyone repects.an old fashioned view of time,
like it is out of style; and secondly, to get down on
foundation, Dordt College has much going for it. But
I do not think Dordt College is successfully spreading
its unique way of looking at the world.
What Dordt is perpetrating is an endless cycle. CRC
kids come here and leave here, usually going back to
their or other reformed communities. And after awhile
they have kids, who are taught by Dordt grads, and end
up at their parent's alma mater. Howcan we break this
st.eady state?
_Encouraging Dordt students to take what they have
learned here and carry it to graduate studies is one
idea. Another big step would be getting kids from other
denominat ions to come to Dordt.. I advocate "Maggie I s
Song" go on tour not only to the Christ ian Reformed in
New Jersey, but also to the South where Dordt (and what
it stands for) is not widely known. Granted, getting
kids from evangelical backgrounds might result in some
readjustments needing to be made, but the results would
be worth it. And when those students leave, they would
take new ideas to their own communities. What are we
afraid of? If the world view Dordt promotes really
works, and if we really believe in it, we had bett.er
be actively sharing what we know.
Suppose you had to riesign the cover of a Dordt Bulle-
tin--what would' you draw? Could you be sincere in
saying you hope and believe such a dream could ever be-
come reality? Really? TK
one's knees, holding hands along with 300 or two people,
is embarrassing!
Time is now, the present. past and future. Dor-dt
shoul dn t t be a railway station or a shuttle launch pad;
it may' be a breath of fresh air Ln a polluted world,
but the fumes sqon get through the air locks.
Time, in the above sense, is the boundary for what
gets taught in the classroom: not Bach and Hayden alone,
but Simple Minds and U2 as well; not only (timeless)
Shakespeare, but also Ursula K. Le Guin; not merely the
French, but the video revolution as well. And so that
we don I t become preoccupied with time, Dordt would do
well to recognize, actually, that the present class set-
up is nothing but ridiculous. Tri-semesters, 4-1-4,
4-4-1, anything that would give those paid to think a
three prep load and those who pay to think some desire
to put more into it, would be a giant's step. ·(We might
even have a desire to leave our office once in a while
to entertain and be entertained "in conmunity" rather
than feeling unguiltily drawn to outside "nightly amuse-
ment.")
Steady! Keep holding on! We've erased T---. And
we're starting to see how life at Dordt would bring to
itself greater r eIevence ? Only one thing remains--the
inconwnunicable (unless you have ears to hear) founda-
tion.
Now I'll lower my voice, and from one misdirected
sinner to another speak from the heart, that is, myself.
We have taken for granted for too long that all are
knowledgeable of) unembarrassed to follow, and corrmitted
to, the Word of God. (I hate to use those four words
because right there the LnconsnunLcat Lon begins. WeIve
found ways of confusing its meanings, or by using some
stilted image we "take care of it" like a doctrine re-
duced to points.)
Until we pick up His Word in the ways H~
to us and realize the "wholeness" it brings,
be wise to see that -owr world-viewing is a lot of
shallow sight-seeing if we t re not making a difference
in our own estranged, individualizing communities.
Dordt thirsts from its heart for a full-time,
evangelically "alive" campus pastor, small and large
groupings of hymn sings, Bible readings and prayer
gatherings. (This isn't reduction, this would be
bringing to important fulness a reduced dimension of
Dordt 's 1Lfe ,')
I too belong to the self-hospitalizing sick, but
please realize with me that no ...sweet tasting medicine
could cure or compare with the milk and honey set before
us! Dordt's Vision is clear; the Future is here!
LS
